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Monuments on Gemiler Ada 

and Karacaoren Ada 

Among the numerous ruins found on Gemiler Ada and Karaca伽en

Ada, perhaps the most important are those of basilicas. There紅 efour 

on Gemiler Ada, and one on Kara ca凸renAda,and we have so far located 

six on the mainland. 

The basilicas on Gemiler Ada have been numbered from I to IV 

and from west to east. The numbers do not reflect the size or importance 

of the structures. 

During our 1991, 1992 and 1993 expeditions, we surveyed and 

conducted studies of the four basilica complexes on Gemiler Ada, the 

one complex on Karacaoren Ada, including a nearby frescoed tomb, 

and three basilicas on the mainland. 
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1. 

Church I on Gemiler Ada 

This basilica is located on a narrow strip of level ground ne紅 themost 

accessible port in the western part of the island (figs. 4, 15). Its southern 

section is right on the shore, and its southwestern corner has sunk 

considerably. While there is evidence that the naos was once entirely 

paved with mosaic, such decoration remains only in an area of the 

northern aisle, the rest of the floor now being bedrock. 

The basilica, inclu出ngan atrium, measures 15 meters by 40 meters. 

There紅 etraces of three aisles, but not of stylobates. On the southern 

side of the basilica is a baptistery with an apse, and there are several 

担m.exesbehind the main basilica apse. The eastern section of the basilica 

is in fairly good condition, although little more than the northern wall 

remains of the rest of the structure. Waves have long washed over the 

naos floor, the southern part of which has crumbled into the sea as a 

result of e紅白quakesand tidal waves. 

The atrium is on the western side of the basilica. It has a one-

meter-deep cistern, the southern part of which is cut out of the bedrock, 

while the northern part is made of brick and ashlar (fig. 16). To the 

northwest of the cistern, the remains of two walls meet to form a T, the 

perpendicular length of which is not aligned with the basilica’s northern 

wall. Since nothing remains of the western and southern walls, it cannot 

be determined whether the basilica included a nar出ex.

Most of what remains of the northern wall of the basilica reaches a 

height of between 20 and 60 centimeters, although the eastern portio叫
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still in good condition, stands to a height of over five meters, which is 

probably its original height （白g.1η.The ground outside the northern 

wall is 60 centimeters higher than the basilica floor. 

Mosaic still partly covers the northern aisle flooむitsblack, dark 

red, white, and gray tesserae, each measuring between 1.3 and 1.7 square 

centimeters, forming a series of fylfots (fig. 18). And, half buried in the 

center of the aisle is a 189-cen出 1eterlength of marble column into which 

aαoss is carved (fig. 19). 

The floor around the eastern p訂 tof the basilica’s northern wall is 

covered with a great deal of debris. The wall is made of rough ashlar 

and ceramic, and its composition suggests that its upper section was 

built later than the lower section, while a window was at some point 

blocked off. 

There is a cistern on the right of the main apse, at the eastern end 

of the southern aisle. Over 3.2 meters deep, it has a square opening in 

the center. The floor of the nave is much higher than that of the aisles, 

as can be seen from what remains of the floor around the cistern. Several 

vertical channels, cut into the northern wall of the baptistery, would 

have accommodated downpipes to convey the water that was fed仕om

the cistern to the baptismal font. 

The main apse is白liedwith some three meters of debris. The inside 

wall is made of ashlar, while the outside wall, adjacent to a vaulted 

tunnel, is made Qf rubble and mortar. Although one would expect the 

apse to have a triple-arched windo叫 noevidence of such a structure 

remains. And, opposite出ediakonikon, there is only rubble where one 

would expect a prothesis. This紅白isno叫 mfact, a public thoroughfare 

traversed by those heading for Church II. 

The diakonikon is about one meter high (fig. 20) .. Its wall is made 

of rubble, with twis白1glines incised into the mortar. The wall was later 

plastered and frescoed in red，血oughthe design is not dear. The apse 
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ceiling has a few rectangul紅 holesto allow in natural light, and irreg叫紅

va叫ting.

The collapsed eastern wall of the basilica appe紅 Sto have been 

shared by an adjoining annex, the floor of which is 1.5 meters higher 

than that of the apse. The basilica’s southern wall, which sep紅 atesit 

from the baptistery, houses a niche 50 centimeters wide by 87 centimeters 

high, the inside of which is plastered but not decorated. The niche is 

adjacent to the baptistery’s apse wall, and there is an arched window on 

the left of the niche出roughwhich can be seen the re訂 ofthe baptistery. 

It is not clear whether the space behind the apse was a room. The 

diakonikon is 2.8 meters high and a thick layer of plaster at the entrance 

suggests it may once have been blocked off. 

The tunnel runs from the diakonikon to the訂 eabehind the apse 

（白g.21). The arch of its entrance is 2.1 meters high and 1.7 meters wide. 

The irregularly vaulted ceiling, which has three rectangular holes to 

allow in natural light, is 30 centimeters higher than the entrance arch. 

The tunnel wall is made of rubble and mortar, the latter incised with 

twisting lines, while areas of the surface retain some plaster which 

appe紅 s,from the remaining traces, to have been仕escoedwith dark red 

twisting lines. The top of the tunnel, flat on the outside, served as a 

pathway. The tunnel’s structural link with the prothesis has collapsed. 

The two-story annex behind the diakonikon has a floor 1.5 meters 

higher than that of血ediakonikon. Its rem白血ngwall is made of rubble, 

brick, and morta乙andit is plastered with mortar (fig. 22) which may, 

originally, have been frescoed. The southern wall has completely 

collapsed. 

Behind the tunnel is a second annex (fig.23), which is also a two-

story structure and has almost the same elevation as the former annex. 

It has three windows that, toda予commanda view of Karacaoren Ada 

and, in its western wall, three more windows which, V-shaped, are wider 
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on their inner than on their outer side. Through these windows it would 

have been possible to observe the religious rites conducted in the bぉ出ca,

which suggests that this出mexwas used as a preparatory antechamber 

by the clergy. The function of the p出aron the eastern wall has not been 

determined, but the entrance to the annex appears to have been in its 

northern wall. 

The northern wall of the baptistery has been cut out of the bedrock. 

The upper p訂 tof the appro氾matelytwo-meter-high remaining portion 

of wall is made of rubble, brick, and mortar, and has been plastered 

over with mortar. Traces of green, red, and dark blue fresco remain at 

the eastern end of the wall. Of the two channels carved in to the wall, 

one is connected to the basilica cistern through a hole in the wall. 

The baptistery ap民 builtdi附 tlyon the bedrock, is made of ashlar 

each stone measuring between 20 and 45 centimeters in height, and 

between 30 and 65 centimeters in width. The inner surface of each stone 

has been cut to make it concave, to form the curved apse wall (fig. 24). 

Gaps in the ashlar have been filled in with stone or brick. There is a 

cornice 3.8 meters above floor level, and the northern portion of the 

semidome remains intact, measuring 1.7 meters in width by 1.16 meters 

in height. The ashlars紅 ejoined with mortar on which are painted red 

lines, between 1.7 and three centimeters wide, that outline each stone. 

In places, the ashlar is covered by a layer of plaster st出 insetwith a few 

tesserae of white marble, red ceramic, and black glass. The apse window 

is 1.7 meters wide and was probably double-arched. The apse wall is 80 

centimeters thick, and still has traces of red fresco on its lower section. 

A marble slab, be紅 inga Roman insαiption, lies among the apse debr白．

Only the bedrock base, to a height of between 80 and 90 centimeters, 

remains of the baptistery's southern wall, in the eastern section of which 

is a drain connected to another drain outside the b山lding.Some of the 

floor mosaic remains intact 即位thesouthern wall and the font. 
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In the center of the baptistery is a font, covering an area of about 

three squ紅 emeters and built in the shape of a Greek cross. Its arms訂 e

about 75 centimeters long and between 70 and 83 centimeters wide (fig. 

25). The inner surface of the font is lined with a two-centimeter-thick 

layer of marble, and there is evidence of at least one step in each of the 

northern and southern紅 ms.As in the KaracaりrenAda basilica, there 

訂 etraces of iron nails in the stone blocks around the font, indicating 

that they were once revetted. Excess water was drained from the font 

through an opening in the southern face of its western arm into a 

subterranean channel connected to the sea. 

The white and black marble and red ceramic tesserae of the mosaic 

east of the font each measure between 1.3 and 1.7 squ紅 ecentimeters 

and form a geom出 icpattern (fig. 26). Traces of mortar on the surface 

of the tesserae suggest that the floor underwent redecoration at a later 

time. 

One notable feature of Church I is that worshipers could pass 

behind the apse. What is not known, however, is whether this was a 

feature common to the design of Churches II, Ill, and IV. It is almost 

certain that the architect of Church Il had intended similar access to the 

紅白behindthe apse, and that the builders were only prevented from 

creating such a s仕uct凶 eby the impenetrable nature of the bedrock they 

encountered. In the case of Church IY, neither the shape of the roof nor 

the route along which worshipers moved inside the basilica is de叫

while in Church III, there is nothing left of the northern or southern 

ends of the chapel behind the apse to indicate the purpose for which 

that紅 白mayhave been used. Thus, not only is Church I thought to 

date back to the sixth century but, since the area behind the apse is of 

the simplest design compared with that of the other basilicas on the 

island, it is also thought to predate Churches II, III, and IV. 

Also notable about Church I is the fact that the ashlar construction 
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of the baptistery apse is similar to that of the Karacaoren Ada basilica, 

although the baptismal fonts have yet to be cross dated. 

(Tomoyuki Masuda) 
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2. 

Church II on Gemiler Ada 

Architecture 

This three-aisled basilica, measuring about 21 meters by 14 meters, is 

built on a rocky area that, at the basilica’s southwestern corn叫 formsa 

steep slope to the sea and, at its southeastern corneむrisessteeply to the 

summit. The northern and eastern walls, as well as the eastern p紅 tof 

the southern wall, are in good condition, although little but the base 

remains of both the western wall and the western part of the southern 

wall (figs. 5, 2η． 
To the west of the narthex are the ruins of an earlier building, the 

floor and surrounding walls of which were probably left as a ret出ning

s仕uctureto reinforce the basilica’s western wall. While it is not clear if 

there were also entrances in the western and southern walls of the 

narthex, the northern entrance appears, for topographical reasons, to 

have been the main approach. There were probably two doorways 

connecting the narthex and nave, but only the southern one has been 

identi白ed.

The naos is so full of debris that only p紅 tof the northern stylobate, 

carved out of the bedrock, can be seen. At the eastern end of this stylobate 

is a T幽 shapedunderground space, over one meter deep, to which access 

is g担nedthrough an opening in the floor (fig. 28). Now f叫lof debris, it 

may originally have been built to house a relic.1 

The northern wall of the basilica, made of rubble, mortar, and 

broken brick, is in good condition and, rem出ningalmost to its original 
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height, is plastered on its inner surface. Running the length of the wall, 

some 2.5 meters above floor level, is a horizontaJ join marking a break 

in the structure. This appears to be the result of the slow pace of 

construction, rather than of a change in design, while the few areas in 

which broken brick has been used seem to be where later rep句rswere 

carried out. The wall itself must have supported a wooden roof, since it 

has no beam holes. There is a window at the eastern end of the wall. 

Outside the northern waJl is a vaulted passageway, with a bench 

carved into the rock wall (fig. 29). The road along which the vaulted 

passageway has been built connects the northwestern port with Church 

ID and Church IV, and is one of the main thoroughfares on the island. 

Roughly mid way along the passageway is the main entrance to 

the basilica which, for reasons of topograph予hadto be located here 

rather than in the western wall. A dedicatory fresco is painted on the 

wall around the en仕組ceand two holes, presumably for beams, indicate 

that the fresco was originally protected by a small, gabled roof. The 

va叫tingwould have been constructed to protect the main entrance with 

its fresco, while the building on the northern side of the basilica would 

have served to support the va叫ting.

The eastern wall is so well preserved that there are st出 cleartraces 

indicating the shape of the gabled roof (fig. 30). The southern part of 

this wall has been carved out of the bedrock to a height of three meters. 

Above the semidome over the wall is aαoss-shaped window, a feature 

found in another building on the island as well as repeatedly in the 

monastery church at Karabel,2 in Lycia. In what is left of the synthronon 

there紅 e廿ueesteps, but indications are that there were originally four. 

On either side of血es戸1出ronon紅 etwo short, vaulted tunnels （白g.31), 

replicas of the passage that wo叫dusually traverse the synthronon. The 

only existing example of such a structure in Lycia is Saint Nikolaos at 

Myraのemre)Jin Lycia (fig. 32). Other, similar structural examples紅 e
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the basilicas of Saint Eirene4 and Saint Euphemias in Istanbul, and the 

basilica of Saint John6 in Ephesos. 

The prothesis (fig. 33) differs in design from what might be 

expected, presumably because the basilica was small and the topography 

made it impossible to tunnel all the way round behind the apse. The 

ぽ eacarved out of the bedrock ends in a small, triangular altar (fig. 34) 

that was once covered with either a thin layer of board or stone. The 

area, which served as both crypt and ambulatory,7 has a plain ceiling 

with some openings to allow in natural light and a small niches on the 

northern wall ne紅 theentrance. 

In Church I, a semicircul叫 vaultedpassage behind the main apse 

served as the ambulatory, whereas in Church II, where the bedrock in 

the southeastern section would not allow a similar passage to be dug, a 

cul-de-sac served as the prothesis-amb叫atoryand housed the altar. Had 

the passage been dug all the way round behind the apse, howeveむwe

訂 enot sure where the altar might have been located. 

The apse has three arched windows, and one can see in some of 

the holes in the wall, measuring about five squ紅 ecentimeters, the 

A 'PSε 
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remains of iron clamps that had originally held the now-vanished marble 

reve伽l.entin place. 

The southern p紅 tof the eastern wall is carved out of the bedrock, 

as is the eastern part of the southern wall. As Illustration 1 shows, 

construction in this part is complicated, there being a space at the 

southeastern corner of the basilica (A), too narrow to permit human 

access, which is included in a larger structure (B) that serves as the 

diakonikon. It was possible to walk above the room, from where access 

could be gained to the southeastern annex outside the aisle. Holes in 

the southern wall indicate that beams supported the roof, while the wall 

above these holes was a later addition, when the second-floor annexes 

were added. 

There is an annex on the southeastern corner of the basilica, at 

second-floor level, built directly onto the bedrock with a cistern at the 

eastern end （白g.35). At third-floor level, there is a southern a即時x.It is 

not clear what function any of these annexes served. The southeastern 

annex had three approaches: from the second floor of the southern aisle, 

from the second floor of the southwestern annex, and from outside on 

血eeastern side, where the land slopes up to the summit of the mountain. 

By contrast, ~e third-floor訂mexhasanaロowentrance on the western 

side and probably had no wall to close it off to the east. It has a bench 

cut into the rock along the southern wall. 

Only a trace remains of the foundations of the western p訂 tof the 

southern wall. Outside, at this end of the wall, is a two-story, 

southwestern annex, the location of the connecting doorway to which 

is not clear. Access from this annex to the southeastern annex was, 

howeve乙possibleon the second floor. 

Outside the basilica, along the road beyond the apse is a small, 

frescoed altar (fig. 36) which would probably have been used by those 

Byzantines too busy to worship in the basilica. 
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Decoration 

Some of the ashlar on the semidome of the apse is still covered by a 

thick layer of plaster, which retains the marks made by one-centimeter-

squ紅 etesserae that were at one time affixed to it. 

Traces of dark and light green, light blue, yellow ochre, and dark 

red on the basilica’s inside walls, especially the northern wall, attest to 

its one-time fresco adornment. Along the eastern end of the northern 

wall there remains a horizontal, dark red line some 240 centimeters from 

the foot of the wall. The same mode of decoration was employed in the 

basilica on Karaca凸renAda and in Church II, and it was below this line 

that saints were depicted. 

On the wall to the right of the apse window is painted a standing 

archangel, enclosed within a dark-red frame ag出nsta background that 

is green up to waist level, and light blue above (plate V d). The angel, 

whose face has been damaged beyond recognition, holds in the right 

hand a staff, and in the left hand a scroll, the text of which is illegible. 

Standing on a rounded cushion, the angel is dressed in yellow and wears 

a red mantle. A white pa抗ernis p出ntedon its light-blue wings which 

訂 eoutlined in dark red. In the upper part of the framed section is an 

inscription which is no longer legible. Despite the deterioration of the 

p司nting,it is deぽ lythe work of an excellent artist who, by having subtly 

defied the laws of symme句，wasable to prevent the composition from 

appearing rigid. 

Traces of light blue, navy, olive green and dark red fresco can be 

seen on the eastern wall of the second floor, southeastern annex. 

But the most important of the painted decorations of Church II is 

the dedication fresco around the northern entrance of the basilica (ill. 2, 

plates VI a, b, c, fig. 37). While the fresco is not in a good state of 

preservation, the subject matter can be readily identified. Though the 

lintel is missing over the entranceway, a bust of Christ with a dark beard 

is featured in the mandorla,9 with a legend that reads: EM(MANOYHA) 
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(fig. 38). On either side of Christ are small angels who seem to be holding 

the mandorla. The word Emmanuel and two stars above suggest a 

connection with the iconography of the Holy Land.10 On the le白，asone 

faces the entrance, is painted a nimbed, young saint, be訂 dlessand facing 

front. We紅 inga white chiton and light red chlamys, his right hand 

rests on his chest. Despite the poor state of preservation, not only is the 

saint well-proportioned in comp紅 isonwith painted figures found in 

Thessaloniki, but the p出nter’sbrush strokes enhance the figure’s 

naturalism (plate VI b, fig. 39). 

lli.2. 

Dedication Fresco 

The inscription accompanying the p出ntingof the saint reads: 

OCIOC NIKOAAO[C).11 Though we know little about this martyr, a 

church was dedicated to him and Saint Priscus in Constantinople during 

the reign of J ustinian.12 

On the right, as one faces the entrance, is the figure of another 

man, probably dressed in bishop’s attire, who seems to be making a 

donation (plate IV c). According to the long, mostly出egibleinscription, 

the man dedicated the church to Osios Nikolaos (figs. 40, 41). The 

donor’s left foot rests on the lower line of the frame. The background is 

light green up to the chest of the two standing白gures,and navy above 

that. Four lines仕出nethe composition: a wide, dark red line on出erim, 
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followed by a thin white line, a medium navy blue line, and another 
thin, white line on the inner side. While stylistically the overall 
impression is hard, the bold lines of the donor’s attire are worth no白tg.
Based on出ecomposition, the background, and the inscription reading 
Emmanuel to denote a middle-aged Christ, the fresco can be ascribed to 
the sixth or early seventh century. The information Procopius has left 
us reg紅 dingrep出rwork carried out by Emperor Justinian on the church 
of Osios Nikolaos confirms the existence, in those days, of a cult in 
Constantinople associated with the saint, while the architecture is 
certainly of that period. 

According to the nine-line inscription, only the first and last of 
which can be seen, Church II was dedicated to Osios Nikolaos, by one 
named Eutychー.I suggest the person in question may have been Bishop 
Eutychianos, who is known for having made several offerings of silver 
to the monastery of Sion.u The stamps on the silver items date them 
between 550 and 565. Thus, on the basis of my hypothesis, Church II 
can be dated around the middle of the sixth century. Further, the fact 
that Saint Nikolaos of Sion, the archimandrites of the Sion monastery: 
twice traveled to the Holy Land would explain the Palestinian icono-
graphy of the fresco. 

Conclusion 

Church II was probably dedicated to Osios Nikolaos in the sixth centu巧＇・
The underground space in the northeastern corner of the naos and the 
altar of the prothesis-ambulatory should be used to house relics of Osios 
Nikolaos. 

Accor出ngto late-medieval Portulans, Gemiler Ada was called Saint 
Nikolaos Island, and had a church dedicated to Saint Nikolaos (of Myra) 
on the mount出ntop.14C. Foss and R. S. Carter connected this description 
with Church II,1s but the Portulan should be read as "at the top of the 
mountain,"16 and the distinction between Osios Nikolaos and Agios 
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Nikolaos of Myra had to be apparent for the Byzantines. Accordingly, 

the church of Agios Nikolaos, from whom the island’s name was taken, 

must be identified with o凹 Churchill, and not with Church II. No叫

we have at least two churches for saints called Nikolaos on the island. 

Moreove乙ifthe、hypothesisconcerning Bishop Eutychianos is correct, 

another Nikolaos, Saint Nikolaos of Sion,17 will appe紅 onthe stage. We 

can, therefore, call Gemiler Ada 吋heisland of Agioi Nikolaoi." But 

why this small island and not elsewhere? The place of Church II in 

Byzantine history is not small. 
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refer to Gerniler Adasi, namely, Marino Sanudo no. 26 (early fourteenth century), and 

Rizo no. 252 (1490). See Kretschmer, 1909, pp. 20乙220;Tomaschek, 1891, pp. 43-45. 
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15. Foss, 1983, p. 225; C紅 teι19邸，p.20.

16. To廿Ep8LKOν埼σL(Gemiler Adasi) oTiou dvαt内EKK入ηa(a6" A YLOS N LKO入αOS

伽 civwELS T内νκop納 TOUS~ouv(ou. S回 supra,note 14. 

17. On Saint Nikolaos Sionites see Anrich, 1917, pp. 208・260;Sev~enko, 1984. 

(Tomoyuki Masuda) 
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3. 

Church III on Gemiler Ada 

Architecture 

There is an extensive complex on the eastern slope, ne訂 theapex of the 

island (fig. 6).1 It comprises a l訂 ge,three-aisled basilica, a small chapel, 

an ambulatory, and the upper terminal of a long corridor that extends 

to Church IV. 

The Basilica 

The m白nbody of the basilica, excluding the apse and narthex, measures 

22.9 meters by 13.4 meters (fig. 42). In order for it to be that size, it was 

necess紅 yfor the narthex and western part of the naos to be carved out 

of the rock.2 

The apse, which is 6.5 meters wide, has been almost completely 

destroyed, except for its one-meter-thick foundation. While traces 

remain of the wall on the left of the apse, nothing remains of that on its 

right, and the floor is covered with a thick layer of debris. 

By contrast, the basilica’s southern wall is quite well preserved 

(fig. 43). It extends eastward past where it would have met the eastern 

wall at right angles, at which point it has a vertical gap, sugges也1gthat 

the protrusion may have been a later extension. Two doorways in the 

southern wall allow movement between the basilica and a terrace to its 

south. The western parts of both the northern and southern walls, as 

well as of the entire western wall, were built directly onto the bedrock. 
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The western wall has three doorways, the central one connecting 

the narthex and nave, and the other two the narthex and aisles. The 

central door has a thick lintel of white marble (fig. 44), and there was a 

triple-arched window above the doorway, though nothing remains of 

the upper part of this wall. 

Despite the bedrock, a four-to five-meter-wide narthex with 

vertical walls and only a p紅 tialoverhang was painstakingly carved out 

of the rock (fig. 45). The narthex has a 70・centimeter”widebench, cut 

into the rock along the entire length of its western wall, and a cistern 

near the southeast corner. The narthex may have been open to the 

elements, since the walls bear no evidence of having held the beams 

needed to support a roof. 

All that remains of the northern wall of the basilica is its rock 

foundation, so it is not clear whether it had any doorways. Access to 

the narthex is g白nedvia a path that, running between the basilica’s 

northern wall and a huge rock, leads to a vaulted entrance in the 

northeastern corner of the narthex. 

In the naos, two stylobates訂 ep紅 tiallyvisible despite the debris. 

Cut from the bedrock, they would have been surmounted by columns, 

two of the bases of which remain at the western end of the southern 

stylobate. 

A wall was added to the outside wall of the apse and, together 

with a wall built parallel to it, forms a short passageway that was vaulted. 

The wall of this passageway has five niches and three windows （白gs.

46,4η. A semi-dome remains over the central niche and there訂earches 

atop three of the other niches. The smallest, southern niche and all the 

windows are rectangul紅・ Thispart of the basilica has been so badly 

damaged that it is hard to imagine the original layout, but the apse 

appears to have been surrounded by rooms through which worshipers 

could walk, as in Church IV.l 
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The Chapel 

Nearby and to the east of the above-mentioned passageway is a small 
chapel of simple basili今1canplan （血g.48). The northern wall remains to a 
height of some three meters and the apse wall to that of one meter, while 
the western and southern walls are badly damaged. 

There is evidence that the chapel was remodelled at least twice, 
the original structure having been larger than the present one. The 
remodelling involved the adding of inner walls-with pointed-arch 
openings and pilaster-like buttresses-to the northern and southern 
walls, probably for reinforcement. It seems that the former apse was 
demolished and replaced by the present one after this work had been 
completed. 

Such structural characteristics as pointed-arch openings, an apse 
wall that is semicircular on the inside and polygonal on the outside, as 
well as the extensive use of brick in the masonry not only make the 
chapel different from other religious structures on Gemiler Ada and 
Karacaoren Ada, but suggest that it most likely dates from a later period 
than both Church II and Church III.4 

The Corridor 

On the northwest comer of the chapel is a domed, square structure, 
perhaps best described as a terminal since it marks the end of a 2.5・
meter-wide, 160・meter”longcorridor (fig. 49). This corridoむoriginally
vaulted along its entire length, runs east from the terminal down the 
hill to Church IV. 

To the north of the terminal, the corridor extends for about five 
meters before turning west and joining a stairway leading to the northern 
side of the basilica, while on its southern side, the terminal has a wide 
entrance. The western wall of the entranceway has been so extensively 
damaged as to permit one to no more than surmise that a remaining 
structural indentation may once have been a niche. 
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Precincts 

As mentioned earlie乙thereis a terrace on the southern side of the bas出α．
To ensure the structural soundness of the terrace, a ret出ningwall was 

been built around it, along the cliff face （白g.50). A bench, similar to that 

in the narthex, was cut into the bedrock at the western end of the terrace, 

from where steps lead up the hillside ne訂 thewestern end of the basilica. 

The ground outside the northern wall of the basilica has been 

leveled to make a terrace. There is a ret出ningwall on its northwestern 

perimete乙whilea stone bench is attached to a section of an enormous 

rock that projects into the terrace. To the north of this terrace and the 

corridor, an even l位 ger紅白 wasleveled into a terrace and entirely 

surrounded by a ret出ningwall. The size of the terraces, as well as the 

existence of the corridoむstepsand vaulted passageway behind the apse, 

indicate that l紅 genumbers of people visited the complex in its heyday. 

In the northwest corner and to the northeast of the northern terrace 

are two domed, square buildings. The former structure has a wide 

opening in its northern and eastern walls, while the latter (fig. 51) has a 

n紅 rowopening in its western wall. Both structures are roughly built 

of rubble and mort叫 andtheir purpose is not known. 

Decoration . 

The Basilica 

Although no figurative images remain, traces on the western section of 

the northern and southern walls, as well as on the western wall, of dark 

red, green, yellow ochre and light blue indicate that the walls inside the 

main body of the basilica were extensively frescoed. Vertical, dark red 

lines appear to have decorated all the corners where walls meet. 

The passageway behind the apse was also frescoed. From the traces 

of dark red, purple, green and light blue that remain on the semidome 

of the central niche, it seems that several figures were originally depicted 

standing on green ground against a light blue background. 
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In the middle of the nave flooむapatch of mosaic was uncovered 

with a geometric pattern (plate皿a,fig. 52), and it may be assumed that 

mosaic once covered the entire nave and the aisles-all now filled with 

debris. Fragments of mosaic have also been found on the ground outside 

the main body of the basilica, near its northeastern corner. 

A number of marble fragments, including oblong plaques with a 

cross atop a globe carved in relief (fig. 53), and small, fluted pill紅 shave 

been found scattered廿rroughoutthe basilica. These may be fragments 

of an ambo or templon, but any such determination can only be made 

following excavation around the apse.s 

The Chapel 

As pre羽ouslymentioned, the northern wall of the chapel was lined with 

an inner wall, and it is through the pointed－紅 chopenings in the latter 

that the frescoes on the original wall can be seen. At the base of the 

wall, in a s仕ipsome 1.7 meters wide, several figures have been painted 

facing front. Above them is a row of medallions, each depicting a bust 

(plate XI c), above which is a frieze depicting figures. D佃 1ageis such 

that only the legs of one figure, standing in three-quarter profile, can be 

distinguished. The frieze most probably depicted a narrative scene. 

Many仕agmentsof frescoed mortar have been found on the ground 

near what little remains of the southern wall, suggesting that it was 

decorated in a similar fashion to the northern wall. 

Conclusion 

Church III seems to have been not only the most important basilica on 

the island, but a the focal point for pilgrims. From the design of the 

corridor, passageways, steps and terraces, it is clear that the basilica 

attracted great numbers of pilgr加1s,to whom it catered while ensuring 

that congregations in the nave were not inconvenienced. 
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As mentioned elsewhere, in the days when the basilicas on Gemiler 

Ada were flourishing, the island was known as Saint Nikolaos Island, 

and documents show that Church III was dedicated to this pa仕onsaint 

of sailors and travelers. Since this most popular saint of the region 

certainly attracted m句orpilgrimages, the basilica can perhaps be 

considered the best example found so far of how basilica architecture 

was adapted to meet the requirements of pilgrimages.6 

Notes 

1. For the basilica see Foss, 1983, p. 213 ff.; Carter, 19お，p.19;J. Elsner, Sites an均ues

du sud・ouestde l’＇Anatolie, Bordum Yachting, ed., 1986, p. 53. The basilica of Saint 

Nikolaos，＂内白爪 ησ切る”Ay1.osNtK6Aa.os d吋vwets'ri)v K叩納TOVS13owl.ou＇’asd田αibed

in a Gr四kPortulan, m凶 tbe Church皿， despitewhat Foss says. See also A. Delatte, 

1947, p. 252 ff.; Robert, 1%6, p. 21. Also s田 notes14. and 16. for Church II. 

2. It is thought that the design of the structures on the island was adapted to the 

rocky topography and dearth of flat land, rather than that rocky sit邸 weredeliberately 

chosen to allow masons to serve religious ends with their skills. For a discussion of 

basilica architecture at Lycian sites with a similar topography see the description of a 

basilica at AJacahisar in Harrison, 1963, p. 136. 

3. In terms of the rooms or passageway behind the apse, Churches III and N share 

similarities with several basilicas in the Holy Land as well as on the Mediterranean 

andAeg伺 ncoasts of Asia Minor. Such struct山首cometo mind as the Northern Basilica 

at Rehovot, in the Negev; Basilica Nin Kanytela/Kanlidivan in Cilicia; and St. 

Demetrios in Th邸 aloniki.On the subj虻 ts舵 Y.Tsafrir，＂伽 thePre-planning of Anci四 t

Churches and Synagogues. A Test Case: The Northern Church at Rehovot in the 

Negev," in G. C. Bottini et al.，吋s.,Christian Arむ加eologyin the Holy Land: New Discoveries, 

Jerusalem 1990, pp.お5ff.; G. H. Forsyth," An Early Byzantine Church at Kar出Divane 

in C出cia，”mEぉaysin Honor of E. Pano/sky, 1962, pp.127 ff. 

R. Krautheimer thinks the enclosed space behind the apse is characteristic of 

Cilicia, but he pr田entsno hypoth回 ison its function in Early Christian and Byzantine 

Architecture, London, 1965, p. 115. Foss, 1983, p. 223, puts forward the unlikely 
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supposition that the passageway in Church ID served as a fortification. A reexamination 

of the紅白behindthe apse in th回 ebasilicas is recommended. 

4. There is叩 inter回出1gparallel with the Justiniac basilica at Emporio, on Chios, 

that is thought to have been destroyed by Arabs in the seventh century and where 

there is a small chapel that was used by the surviving Byzantine community in the 

late Middle Ag邸.For a discussion of the subject, see M. Ballance et al., Excavations in 

Chios 1952・55;Byzantine Emporia, Athens 1989, pp. 30 ff. 

5. The style of relief is very different from that found in other basilicas in Lycia. 

See Harrison," A Note on Architectural Sculpture in Central Lycia," Anatolian Studies 

辺（1972),pp.187 ff. These fragments were recently published by Sodini, 199乙p.560, 

pl. 315 b. 

6. On the architecture related to pilgrimages to the Holy Land, see R. Ousterhout, 

"Loca Sanda and the Architectural Response to Pilgrimage，＇’ in The Blessings of 

Pilgrimage, University of Illinois 1990, pp. 108 ff.; H. Hellenkemper, F. Hild，トleue

Forshungen in Kilikien, Vienna 1986, pp. 80 ff., figs, 107-115, pp. 73 ff., figs. 88,95; A. 

Ovadiah, Corpus of the Byzantine Churches in the Ho砂Land,Bonn 1970, nos. 46 b, 178 a. 

(Kazuo Asano) 
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4. 

Church IV on Gemiler Ada 

Architecture 

This is the least well preserved of all the basilicas on both islands (figs. 

7, 54). Besides the eastern part of the northern wall and the western 

p訂 tof the southern wall, which survive almost to their original height, 

only the foundations remain intact. The basilica is completely covered 

in debris, including capi凶s,columns, ambon and templon, suggesting 

that it may have been destroyed intentionally. One of the unbroken 

capitals (fig. 55) measures 59 centimeters by 81 centimeters at the top, 

54 centimeters by 60 centimeters at the bottom, and has a 42・centimeter

diameter. The basilica is a threeマaisledstructure, though no stylobate 

has yet been identified. 

A cistern, that once had marble columns atop the pillars出atnow 

remain at each corne乙isin the center of the atrium, the layout of which 

is obscure （白g.56). The L-shaped pillars stand to a height of only some 

80 centimeters, and are faced with ashlar. The vaulted corridor that 

runs to Church ID connects with the basilica at the northwest corner of 

the atrium （白g.5η，wherean underground terracotta pipe would have 
conveyed the water from the corridor roof to the cistern. Some of the 

a仕iummosaic is exposed just north of the cistern (plate ID b). 

The naos, measuring about 26 meters by 16 meters, is surrounded 

by annexes and, judging from the pieces of tesserae in the debris, was 

covered with mosaic. There is an entrance to the southern aisle in the 

western wall, but the location of the narthex is not clear: it is山吐ikelyto 
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have been within the confines of the western wall, while there was 

certainly no room for it between the western wall and the atrium cistern. 

Although there are some marble column bases in the bema, one cannot 

be certain that this is where they originally stood, since only the 

foundations remain of the main apse (fig. 58), and it has not yet been 

determined whether there was a side apse b凶ltonto the northern aisle. 

There is a small diakonikon at the eastern end, outside the southern 

aisle, but this may have been a later addition. 

The southern wall, which has a dark red line dividing it 

horizontally, is entirely covered with frescoes, which do not date from 

the first phase of the basilica’s construction. Evidence remains that, in 

the initial phase, there were three frescoed windows, but出at出eywere 

later blocked off, plastered and frescoed. The blind訂 cadein the south 

chapel seems to date from a later period of construction (fig 59). 

North of the naos is a small annex, me部 uringappro泊matelythree 

square meters. In its eastern wall is an entrancewa予coveredby a wooden 

roof (fig. 60), in front of which is a cistern that, once covered ove乙is

now open to the elements. The roof is so designed that water would 

collect for channeling into the cistern. The space has several niches built 

close to the floor that were probably used to worship (proskynesis) 

moveable objects since血eyare undecorated.I It leads to the area behind 

the apse which continues on southward to the chapel （白g.61). It appe紅 S

that the annex once had a wooden roof, since a pill紅 mits southeastern 

corner was used to support beams. Because there was no apse blocking 

the eastern end of the southern aisle, worshipers had access to the紅白

behind the main apse. The area was closed off near the chapel wall. 

Since similar architectural elements紅 efound in Churches I, II and ID, it 

may be assumed that the special liturgy of the day required that 

worshipers pass around behind the apse.2 

The basilica’s walls紅 emade of rough ashlar and mortar, while 

the outer wall of the area behind the apse is made of rubble, mortar, and 
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brick. It is open to co吋ecturewhether the use of different building 

materials here reflects different phases of construction. 

The south chapel, where there are traces of an apse, is the same 

length as the naos and is divided into eastern and western sectors. The 

southern wall remains to a height of about one meter at the eastern end, 

and to almost its original height at the western end. 

The chapel was supplied with water via downpipes on its northern 

wall (ill. 1 ) which redirected rain water from the naos roof into a cistern. 

This means that the chapel would have had a cistern positioned s出Ularly

to that of the basilica on Karacaoren Ada. 
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日1.1. Water Supply System of Church IV 

When the blind訂cadewas added to血echapel, the windows were 

probably blocked off. While five consoles can today be identified紅 ound

the blind arcade, there would originally have been nine or more. Since 

the blind arcades in Church IV and in the basilica on Karacaoren Ada 

have no columns and紅 e，血us,s仕ucturallyunnecessary, we can expect 

a common source. So it is出aton the outer, western side of the chapel, 

where the debris has subsided somewhat, one would expect a baptismal 

font, just as it is similarly located in the KaracaりrenAdasi basilica. 

Moreover, to the south of the chapel is a flat terrace with no sign of any 

buildings having been血ere,a feature shared with other Lycian basilicas 
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such as Church III and the monastery church at Karabel. 

There is a small, well-preserved stru~ture, measuring 3.6 meters 

by six meters, to the northeast of the basilica (fig. 62). A narrow alley 

runs between it and the basilica annex to its south to the cemetery in the 

eastern part of the island. The entrance is on the northern side. The 

western half has a wooden roof, below which are a window and a niche 

in the western wall，出1da niche in the southern wall while, above the 

roof, there is a window in the western and the southern wall. The eastern 

p紅 tof the structure comprises a covered cistern, between 2.3 and 2.4 

meters high, which has been damaged and has a hole in the western 

side. Two crosses訂 ep出ntedin dark red on the mortar of the western 

wall of the cistern. It appears that there were originally three, not two, 

crosses with rounded serifs. The top of the cistern is flat outside and 

vaulted insi~e, and still has the original, round mouth, with a di但n凶

of 55 centimeters, at the center for drawing water. On the eastern wall, 

above the cistern, is another small niche and a windo叫 andon the eastern 

wall there is a window. The structure may have been used to distribute 

holy water to the faithful since its presence, as that of the annexes around 

the apse, suggests that Church IV was visited by pilgrims. Northwest 

of the basilica is a flat terrace, on which remain the ruins of some 

unidentified walls. 

Decoration 

Mosaic once covered the basilica and atrium floors. Little is left of the 

wall decorations, with only仕acesof a dark red horizontal line on a 

light blue background remaining on the southern wall, and part of a 

cross in dark red on the lunette on the north side of the northern wall’s 

eastern doorway. 

This cross, with hooked serifs (type B), is not the s但neas the crosses 

on the lunettes at the Karacaoren Ada basilica, which have rounded 

serifs (type A) （日.2) . The crosses decorating the squ訂 estructure on 
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the other side of the alley to the north of Church IV belong to type A, 

while those on the fragments of marble capital at Church IV belong to 

type B. Crosses with rounded serifs have also been found in the tomb 

frescoes on Gemiler Ada但1.11of”Greek hαiptions”）J and the frescoed 

inscription in the center of the vaulted corridor (Ill. 4 of”Greek Inscrip” 

tions”） linking Churches ID and IV. Thus it would appear that, while 

there were local differences,4 the general shape of the cross, probably 

adopted from the Holy Land, has some connection with the origin of 

the island city. 

A B 

Ill. 2. Types of Cross 

Conclusion 

Excavation of the site will be necessary in order to date Church IV and 

better determine its structure. In the meantime, it can be said that the 

architecture of bo血ChurchID and IV suggests the sites were visited by 

pilgrims and that, in terms of fundamental plan, they訂 eremarkably 

similar to the KaracaりrenAda basilica-with its blind arcade in the 

chapel and the cross decorations on the lunettes-although Church IV 

is a little more crudely constructed. It is, thus, tentatively suggested 

that the complex was built in the sixth century.s 
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Notes 

1. On the e紅 lycult of imag田，seethe fundamental study of E.Ki位inger，’寸heC叫t
of !mag回 mthe Age Before Iconoclasm," DOP 8(1954), pp.ぉ・150.

2. For further study s舵 AMelograni, "Le pitture de VI e V皿secolonella basilica 

inferiore di S. Crisogono in Trastevere，＇’Rivista dell’lnstituto Nazionale d’＇Archeolo伊 e
Storia dell’Arte, 3th ser., 13(1990), pp. 139・178;J.-P. Sodini, "Les cryptes d’au tel 
paleochretienn田：es如 declassi白cation，＇’Travauxet Memoires 8(1981), pp. 437－ぉ8;M.
Magni，’℃rypt邸 duhaut Moyan Age en ltalie: probl益m回 detypologie du以ejusqu’au
dめutdu Xie siede，”Cahiers Archiolo例ues28(1979), pp. 41・邸JM. Mazzotti, "Cripte 
Ravenna ti，”Felix Ravenna, 3rd. ser., 23(195η，pp.28・63;G. Bovini, I.;’antica abside e la 

cripta di S. Appolinare Nuovo in Ravenna，” ibid., 54(1950), pp. 14-30; P. Verzone, 
"Ravenna-Cripta di S. Appolin紅 ein Classe," L’architettura reゆ似dell'altomedioevo 
nell’Italia settentrionale, Milan 1鈍2,pp.123四127.

3. The same funeral iconography is found on a sarcophagus at Tegea, where the 

processional crosses with a tang have the letters A and 0 carved into them. For a 
discussion A.'Orlandos,"ITα＞..moxpLanavLKd. KαL ~vCavnva μvriμe（αTeyeαs-NUKALOU，＇’ 
'Apxdov TWS"V ~iどavnν＇WS"V µVTJµ€L(J)V Tijs-’£）.）.doos-, 12(1973), pp. 83 ff., figs. 42・43.On a 
fr田coedtomb in Philippoi that repr邸 entsthe αoss with A and 0, see G. Gounaris, 
”L' archeologie chr制enneen Grece de 1974 a 19お，H Actes du Xie congres international 
d’archiologie chretienne, vol. 3, Vatican 1989, p. 2707, fig. 16. 

4. The origin of this cross will certainly be found in Jerusalem. The Eastern Church 
observed a tradition of having a large cross in front of the alt叫 andsuch worship of 

the cross must have been practiced on Gemiler Ada. See M. Mundell Mango, Silver 
from Early Byzantium, the Walters Art Gallery 1986, pp. 194 ff. This type of cross is 

depicted on ampullae mentioned in the following: Grabar, 1958; Monza, nos. 4, 1乙13;
Bobbio, no. 8. 

5. Foss, 1983, p. 224, suggests the sixth century on the basis of the style of the 
marble fragments. 

(Tomoyuki Masuda) 
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5. 

Basilica on Karacaoren Ada 

Architecture 

Occupying the eastern end of the high plateau in the center of the small 

island of Karaca凸renis an extensive complex. It comprises the main 

body of a basilica, as well as a chapel, baptistery, and annexes (plate II b, 

fig. 9), in addition to several buildings of undetermined function and 

many tombs. 

The Basilica 

This structure measures 19.1 meters by 13.2 meters, excluding the apse 

and narthex (fig. 63). The northern, eastern and southern walls are in 

fairly good condition. The main apse, about 5.5 meters wide, has a triple-

arched window, the northern mullion of which is missing (fig. 64). A 

synthronon is partly visible under the rubble on the floor of this apse, 

which is flanked by two side apses, each about 2.4 meters wide and 

windowless. The three-aisled basilica has two stylobates. 

The western wall, which has three doorways, is in bad condition 

(fig. 65). The narthex is 2.9 meters wide, and there is reason to believe 

that the fa~ade of出echurch may have taken the form of a arcade, rather 

than a wall. Several squ紅 ecolumn bases hav~ been found, attached to 

foundations of almost uniform width. 

On the western approach to the basilica is an atrium (fig. 66), the 

foundations of出esurro山＼dingwalls of which are partly visible, and at 

the center of which is a large cistern. 
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The Chapel 

A chapel (figs. 67, 68), me邸 uringabout 15.7 meters by 5.3 meters, adjoins 

the southern aisle of the basilica, to which it is connected by也氏edoors. 

The eastern wall of the chapel has an apse and two niches, while a short 

wall with a doorway joins the wall to the right of the apse at right angles. 

The upper part of this wall and the right-hand niche in the chapel’s 

eastern wall have been destroyed, making it hard to reconstruct the紅 ea.

There is a cistern near the western end of the chapel, which may have 

been p紅 titionedoff from the rest of the chapel by a wall. The northern 

wall of the chapel is decorated with a pillarless blind arcade which, 

although constructed after the main s仕ucturehad been completed, is of 

uncertain date and function. 

The Baptistery 

A room adjoining the chapel on the west, the baptistery (fig. 69) is only 

accessible through a doorway linking it to the narthex. It contains a 

cruciform baptismal font sunk into a podium raised a little above floor 

level (fig. 70). There訂 eholes, about 10 centimeters.in diameter, at the 

foot of the eastern and western baptistery walls that probably served to 

allow water to be supplied by and drained from the cistern and the 

font, respectively. 

Annexes 

There are three annexes, attached to the southern walls of the chapel 

and baptistery, but their function remains undetermined. The annex 

adjoining the baptistery is only accessible from outside the building. 

Meanwhile, on the northern side of the basilica, there are at least two 

more annexes, but severe damage to the northwestern part of the 

structure has prevented the exact number from being ascertained. 

Behind the basilica apse are the foundations of a wall, the northern 

end of which joins the eastern wall of the northeastern annex, while the 
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southern end joins the eastern wall of the chapel. There seems to have 

been no doorway access to this space and, since the upper p紅 tof the 

wall has been des住oyed,the purpose of this紅 eais yet to be ascertained. 

Other Buildings 

The atrium is surrounded by several buildings. To the north，旭川町ge,

rectangular 拘 ucture(fig. 71), measuring 24 meters by between 12 and 

14 meters. It is divided into three chambers, each of which is subdivided. 

The western half of two southern chambers must have been two-story 

structures, since beam holes have been found in the walls. These two 

chambers have cisterns. 

The function of this building has not yet been determined. Though 

it has been proposed that it may have been a monastic facility, no 

evidence has been found sugges也tgthe existence of a monastery on the 

island.2 

Precincts 

Of the several possible approaches to the basilica, those from the 

southeast and east were surveyed in the 1991and1992 expeditions. 

The eastern approach is a path cut out of the rock, starting from the 

northeastern corner of the plateau and leading to the eastern side of出e

basilica. There are several steps near the upper end of the path and 

several inscriptions carved into the rock wall along the way which 

probably refer to the donor of the road (fig. 72). 

The southeastern approach is similar, only n紅 rowerand steeper. 

In the shape of the letter Z, the path includes steps that are cut into the 

rock, as紅 edevotional inscriptions with a cross (fig. 73). 

A southwestern approach, via two stairways, leads to the southern 

side of the atrium (fig. 74). This path passes two buildings with 

overlooking windows. Several lines of inscription on a rock ne紅 the

lower steps are thought to refer to the construction of the path. 
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Decoration 

The basilica walls seem to have been extensiv均frescoed.Traces remain 

on the southern wall, where a dark red, horizontal line, about 2.2 meters 

above floor level, divides the wall into upper and lower sections. In the 

lower section, at least five figures can be distinguished. They are 

standing, facing front, against a light blue background. The upper section 

is divided by light blue vertical lines into several parts, each about 75 

centimeters wide. The decoration, in dark red, light blue, dark blue, 

purple, green, yellow ochre, and white, would have depicted narrative 

scenes, but nothing of these remains. 

The chapel was similarly frescoed, and the nimbed, bearded saint 

painted on the wall to the right of the apse is the only painted figure 

remaining in the entire basilica complex. 

The lunettes over the basilica doorways were each decorated with 

an incised cross (fig. 75) painted in dark red, and the stones of the 

doorway arches were outlined with dark red lines. The lunettes were 

later covered with plaster containing potsherds, and it was on this surface 

that frescoes were painted. Such a procedure would suggest that the 

basilica was originally decorated quite simpl予andthat the extensive 

frescoes belong to a later period. 

Conclusion 

Unlike Gemiler Ada, which would have been densely populated and 

had a busy port, Karacaoren Ada seems to have played an exclusively 

religious role, visited by pilgrims and monks, and a res出 gplace for the 

dead. There is no doubt that the island maintained close ties with 

Gemiler Ada and even mainland Greek colonies. In support of the latter 

link is a chimney on血eisland’s northern shore that, it is出ought,would 

have been used to send signals to the mainland. 

The size of出ecomplex as well as a study of the masonry suggest 

that the structures on Karacaoren Ada were not simultaneously built. 
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While the chapel and baptistery were not p紅 tof the original structure, 

it is not known how much later they were added. Thus, also, it is not 

known when the initial, simpler decorations were replaced with the 

extensive, rich frescoes. Only further excavation of the site will allow 

dating of the structures and their decorations, which will, in turn, shed 

light on the development and role of the island. 

Notes 

1. Foss, 1983, pp. 221 ff. The baptismal font and the architecture of the basilica 

complex are discussed. by M. Nakajima in the pr邸 entvolume. 

2. Foss, 1983, pp. 221 ff., reports only the existence of this large b山lding,without 

mentioning its function or date. 

(Kazuo Asano) 
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6. 

Painted Tomb on Karacaoren Ada 

Among the many tombs on Karacaoren Ada, only a few to the east and 
south of the basilica, along the fringe of the plateau (fig. 9), were 
investigated in the 1991and1992 expeditions. From the standpoint of 
art history, the most important tomb in the region is one with a frescoed 
interior that is located northeast of the basilica. 

Architecture 

The tomb, measuring 4.6 meters by 4.3 meters (fig. 76), has a niche in 
each of the four outer walls. The inside burial chamber, measuring 2.6 
meters by 1.4 meters, has a rectangular pit dug into the bedrock and a 
vaulted ceiling, the apex of the vault being 2.5 meters above floor level. 
An irregular opening in the western wall was probably made by 
plunderers, while the groove cut into the threshold indicates that the 
tomb’s original opening was 70 centimeters wide. 

The tomb is built on a huge rock, into which have been cut steps 
leading to the opening. Behind the tomb is a terrace that overlooks the 
eastern approach to血ecomplex and has the foundations of several small 
buildings. Just to the south of出istomb is another vaulted tomb. 

Decoration 

Seven distinct訂 eascan be identified on the interior surface of the tomb’s 
walls, namel予theupper and lower sections of the eastern and western 
walls, the northern and southern walls, and the vault. Each of the are筋
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is outlined with five-centimeter-wide dark red and white lines, and 

frescoed (plate V). 

In the upper section of the eastern wall, painted against a 

background of light blue, there remains only the bust of a man wearing 

a white tunic and purple pallium (plate VI a) who was probably Christ. 

His right hand is raised, as if in the act of blessing, in his left hand he 

holds a codex, but the head and most of the nimbus紅 emissing. The 

fact that nothing remains of the lower section of the painting suggests 

that it may have been intentionally obliterated. 

The p出ntingon the southern wall shows several men and women 

being led by an angel (plate VII a) who, ho凶ngan open scroll, is looking 

back. The next白gure,an elderly, bearded man, is ho凶ngout his hands 

to Christ. The next two figures are women, but little remains of the 

upper part of their bodies. The fourth figure is a man, wearing a 

multicolored chramys, whilst the last in the procession is a woman, 

wearing a purple maphorion and a dark blue garment with white 

embroidery. The woman has her left hand on the shoulder of a small 

man, wearing a purple garment (plate VII b) that covers his extended 

hands. The figures are standing on an olive-green ground, while the 

background m出elower section is dark green and in the upper section 

light blue. It seems that an inscription was written on the dark red line, 

but all that remains are three white letters, A「「，abovethe angel. 

Two of what must have originally been three angels are still visible 

on the northern wall (plate VIlI a). The remains are only fragmentary, 

and the angel on the left is the only extant example of a face in the entire 

complex. The physiognomy provides a clue to the stylistic study of the 

frescoes (plate VIII b). 

The busts of two men紅 edepicted in the upper section of the 

western wall (plate VI b). They are juxtaposed, side by side, but most of 

the right-hand figure and the head of the one on the left are missing. 

The figure on the left is wearing the outfit of a bishop, namely, a 
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sticharion, phelonion, and omophorion, and holding something in his 

left hand, but the item is no longer visible. The fresco may depict two 

saints. The lower section of the western wall was been destroyed, 

probably by vandals in a bid to enlarge the tomb opening. Red flowers 

and unusual dark blue leaves are painted to the left of the door. 

The ceiling of the tomb has been decorated to imitate a star-filled 

sky. A medallion featuring a cross is painted in the center, with four 

angels n戸時towardsit仕omthe four corners (plate以 a,b, c）.百1eapex 

of the vault has been damaged, so it is not clear whether the angels紅 e

pointing to the medallion or holding it up. Each angel holds a staff in 

the left hand. 

The style of the frescoes suggests that they were executed in the 

late sixth or early seventh century. The tomb was probably decorated at 

the same time as the second, extensive fresco decoration of the basilica 

complex was undertaken. 

Notes 

1. For a stylistic analysis of the fresco回 S田 Asano’s”StylisticConsiderations of 
the Fr田 coPむntingsin a Tomb on Karacaoren Adasi in Lycia, Turkey，”（in Japan回 e)
The Bulletin of Aichi University of Education 41(1992), pp. 155 ff. 

(Kazuo Asano) 
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7. 

The Baptistery and the Chronology of Construction 

of the Karacaoren Ada Basilica Complex 

The Baptistery 

The Baptistery is built on to the southern end of the narthex (figs. 9, 69). 

In the southern half is a circul紅 podium,25-centimeters high and made 

of irregularly shaped stone, rubble and mortar. Into this is sunk a 

cruciform font of ashlar （白g.70). 

Steps, about 25 centimeters wide and 25 centimeters high, are built 

into the eastern and western arms of the font. From the structure revealed 

when two of the steps in the eastern arm and one in the western arm 

were cleaned, it is surmised that there were originally three steps in 

each of the two arms, and that the font was approximately one meter 

deep. The northern arm appears to have had just one high step. 

The entire font seems to have been revetted with stone. On the 

inside surface, there remain a few pieces of facing some 0.3 centimeters 

thick, while holes at the top of its outer surface still contain p訂 tidesof 

oxidized iron, indicating that the facing here was attached with clamps. 

On the ground to the northwest of the font is a plinth of black stone (ill. 

1, A), measuring about 47 cen凶＼etersby 41 centimeters. Judging from 

the roughly 20 centimeters of mortar and rubble a組問dto its underside, 

as well as a 45・square-centimeterpatch of mortar bedding on the 

northwestern corner of the podium (Ill. 1, B), it could be inferred that 

the plinth was originally attached to the podium, and even, thus, that 

there may have been a ciborium over the font. The plin出組dthe several 

fragments of porous black stone that have so far been found in the 
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baptistery紅 enot, howeve乙sufficientto allow the reconstruction of any 

structure. 

The cleaning of a patch of ground to the northwest of the podium 

has revealed a 25・centimeter-wideborder of mortar, in which there 

remains the impression of what must have been a row of paving slabs, 

about 12 centimeters wide. The border was, in turn, encircled by mosaic 

pavement, parts of which紅 eintact. While the border partly covers a 

terracotta slab (Ill. 1, C), a roughly・ 15-centimeter-square slab of white 

stone beside the western訂 mof the font (ill. l, D), as well as part of the 

mosaic pavement (ill. 1, E), only excavation of the site will reveal whether 

it dates from the same or a later period. 

The tesserae of the mosaic紅 eabout 9 millimeters square, and 

made of either blue-gray, pink or white stone, or of terracotta. While 

some patches remain in which they are laid in a simple, geometric design 

of intersecting octagons, mosaic fragments and individual tesserae have 

also been found scattered on the ground, mostly in the northwestern 

p紅 tof the baptistery and in the font. This appe紅 Sto indicate出atthe 

tesserae were used in two distinct combinations: those of terracotta 

together with those of stone; and those of glass with those of marble. 

The terracotta and stone tesserae紅 eeach around nine square millimeters 

in size, the s紅neぉ thosein the aforementioned pavement mosaic. The 

glass and marble tesserae訂 eabout five square millimeters in size and 

come in a variety of often similar shades, including yello叫 yellowish

green, bluish green, light green and red, while there are also some 

transparent glass tesserae of pale umber and green on which remain 

仕acesof a metallic finish. Because the glass and marble tesserae were 

found scattered on the mosaic pavement of terra cotta and stone, they 

can only have been p訂 tof either a later pavement, a ciborium over the 

font, or another part of the baptistery. 

On the eastern wall of出ebaptistery, running at an angle from the 

top left hand corner to a point around half way down the walt is a 
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gutter of terra cotta slabs血atends at a hole in the southern wall, through 

which water would have flowed into the a即時xto the south of the 

baptistery. 

Both the eastern and western walls of the baptistery have a hole 

即位floorlevel. The hole in the eastern wall, about 15 centimeters above 

the top of the font, appears to have been the inlet for water which would 

have been channeled to the font from the cistern in the western end of 

the adjo凶 ngchamber-the present-day chapel. The hole in the western 

wall, ne紅白oorlevel, holds the remnants of a terra cotta pipe, indicating 

the hole would have been used to drain away water that had been used 

in the baptistery. 

Although the font has not been completely cleaned out, it would 

be safe to assume that, like other baptismal fonts, it has outlets at the 

bottom. Moreover, since there is quite a bit of space between the font 

and出ebaptistery’s western wall, it is possible出ata basin for ablutions, 

the baptizing of infants, or for some other purpose was installed here, 

as is the case in other baptisteries,1 and that this basin was drained 

through the hole in the western wall. 

It should be added that any fragments found in the room have 

not been identified with such an instrument, nor that the floor around 

this紅白hasbeen excavated so far. Only one noticeable fact is that, at 

the lower part of the western wall, just above the hole, a dark-red 

horizontal band (fresco) was p出nted,which seems to indicate that such 

a basin, even if it had once been set on the western wall, had been 

removed when the inner wall of the baptistery was frescoed. The 

problem of the wall decoration of this basilica complex, including in the 

baptistery, is taken up later. 

The baptistery had a gable roof, which is indicated by three beam 

holes in the upper p紅 tof the northern wall. 

The baptistery has two windows, one each in its southern and 

western walls, as well as two arched doorways, one leading to the 



narthex and the other to the chapel, though the latter was later closed 

off with irregularly shaped stones, rubble and mortar. 

The Chapel 

With reg紅 dto the present-day chapel, I should like to elaborate on what 

has been said by Asano in the present volume concerning the water 

supply and drainage system, as well as the blind arcade. 

As mentioned above, a rectang凶arcistern is sunk into the ground 

in the northwestern p紅 tof the chapel, with an opening in the floor 

through which water was drawn for use in the baptistery font. What is 

still not clear, however, is how the water reached the cistern. An 

explanation may lie in the row of projecting stone slabs that form two 

gutters that r山 lalong the top of the outer side of the chapel’s southern 

wall. They probably served to direct water from the roof of the chapel, 

on through a small rectangul紅 openingin the chapel wall and down a 

terracotta downpipe, the vertical mortar traces of which remain. 

Although we have no proof of underfloor drainage yet, it is likely that 

water from this downpipe was discharged into the cistern through 

another pipe under the floor. One question in this explanation is why 

the cistern was dug so far from the downpipe. This impression is 

emphasized if it is comp紅 edwith another cistern situated under the 

northern outside of the basilica. The latter is set just under a downpipe 

on the outer face of the basilica’s wall. We shall return to this point 

later. 

Considering the blind arcade on the northern wall of the chapel, it 

may be worth pointing out that 11 of the arches of this arcade are of 

such dimensions that they are superimposed on the voussoirs of the 

two western doorways leading into the basilica, while the second arch 

from the eastern end, with a chord some 60 centimeters longer than that 

of the other arches, forms a double arc with the arch of the third 

easternmost connecting doorway. One問 asonfor this may be that when 
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the blind arcade was added, the easternmost doorway had a special 

role m血eliturgy, such as in the ceremonial itinerary from the baptistery 

to the chancel of the basilica. The matter is, of course, open to co吋ecture.

Chronology of Construction 

The basilica complex shows evidence of multiple phases of construction 

which, as our expeditions in 1991 and 1992 made clear, cannot be 

identified until the site is excavated and the structural phases are 

analyzed. 

The interior of the complex reveals at least two phases of painted 

decoration.百四earlierlayer, visible on the tympanum and the joints of 

the voussoirs above the doorways in the main body of the basilica, 

baptistery, and chapel, is made of fine mortar incised with double lines 

between which dark red paint was applied. Each tympanum is decorated 

with an incised cross with rounded serifs. 

The presence of this kind of decoration has not been confirmed on 

either side of the three arched doorways in the basilica’s southern wall. 

On the northern side, blind arcades have been superimposed over the 

doorways, and, on the southern side, only a later layer of p出ntedfresco 

is visible. Presumably the entire interior of the bas出cawas once adorned 

with this later layer of fresco. Now, parts of it remain only on the 

doo司ambsof two doorways in the basilica’s northern wall, on the 

southern wall of the basilica, on a baptistery wall, on the southern wall 

of the narthex, on the apse, and on the southern wall of the triumphal 

arch of the chapel. 

The recessed tympana over the doorways in the southern wall of 

the basilica and the doorway in the northern wall of the baptistery were 

filled in with a mixture of sherds and mort叫 tomake them flush with 

the surrounding walls, and then decorated with frescoes. This layer of 

sherds and mort訂 hidesthe earlier cross-shaped incisions, one of which 

has become partly exposed above the baptistery doorway (fig. 75). 
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With regard to the second decoration, there is another fact that 

should not be ignored. In the eastern wall of the chapel (including the 

apse), a守peof mortar di丘erentfrom that of any other part of the basilica 

complex is used. The principal mortar used in this complex is of lime 

and sand and contains crushed brick and limestone as inert admixtures, 

while the mortar used in the eastern wall of the chapel contains pumice 

stone fragments. In the chapel, mortar of this kind is used in at least 

two other sections, n叩 1el予mthe eastern end of the blind紅 cade,where 

the紅白dejoins the eastern wall and the only 押印earch has been found, 

and in a wall built 4.8 meters away from the eastern wall that probably 

served as a screen. All that was left of this so-called screen in 1992 was 

some stones that had tumbled, the foundations, and仕acesof where it 

had once joined the chapel’s northern and southern walls. These facts 

seem to suggest that the eastern part of the chapel was first converted 

into its present form at仕出phaseof construction. In this case, we have 

so far had no image of this section before the conversion. The second 

phase of the p出nteddecoration mentioned above, including that of the 

eastern wall of the chapel, is in or after (presumably contemporaneous 

with, I think) this conversion. 

Investigation of the wall structure tells us some more particularly 

about the first phase of the basilica complex. 

The whole structure of the complex had a 70・centimeter-thick

double wall of irreg叫紅lyshaped limestone, filled in with rubble and 

mortar. Only in pivotal sections of the structure, such as the apses, 

corners of the building, doorj組 1bsand narthex, were more regularly 

cut, ang叫紅blocksof stone used. In addition, porous black stone was 

used for the voussoirs of doorways, windows and the blind arcade. 

These are the principal materials and methods used in the construction 

of the walls of the complex. 

One problem is what happened to the northern wall of the 

baptistery. The section revealed that the southwestern corner of the 
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basilica was constructed first, and half of the northern wall of the 

baptistery was attached to this corner. Thus, it is observed that the lateむ

attached wall is thinner than the former basilica wall. On the other 

hand, the southern wall of the chapel and the eastern wall of the 

baptistery were put up together. This suggests that the chapel and 

baptistery were built after the main body of the basilica, and would 

account for the location of a cistern inside the chapel. Originall）ら before

the chapel and baptistery were built on, the southern wall of the basilica 

would certainly have had a gutter and downpipe to channel rainwater 

into the cistern. Once the chapel and the blind紅 cadewere added, the 

drainage system would have had to be relocated to the new outside 

wall, the southern wall of the chapel. This would explain the great 

distance between the cistern and the downpipe to which the rainwater 

is directed. A simil紅白れiationseems to have occurred in Church rv, on 
Gemiler Ada. 

As to the narthex, matters are a little more complicated. The walls 

of the narthex almost collapsed, and its space was choked with debris. 

What had been observed during the course of the 1991・92expedition is 

the following. First, the northern wall of the narthex is abutted on the 

earlier basilica. Second, the northwestern outer corner of the baptistery 

facing north bears twisting lines incised on the joints of stones, attesting 

that, at first, this section was not covered by a wall or a pillar of an 

arcade, which remains partly. It is only after the pillar or wall was 

attached on the corner at right angles, the inside of the narthex was 

frescoed. Besides, in this section at issue, a large corbel-like stone was 

projected toward the north almost at出eS組 lelevel of the springings of 

the arch above the n紅 thex-baptisterydoorway, suggesting an arcade 

constructed at the same time with the baptistery.百tlshypothesis seems 

to be corroborated by the fact that the western edge of the northern wall 

of the narthex is on the same alignment as the western wall of the 

baptistery, the latter is slightly oblique in plan against the basilica. From 



these things, it is inferred that the narthex wi出an訂 cadewas built with 
the baptistery and the chamber-chapel and that, at a considerable time 

later, it was p訂 tlyremodeled. It is after the remodelling that its interior 

was frescoed. This inference of the remodeling of the narthex also fits 

the fact that additional masonry was piled on the top of the western 
half of the earlier gable-shaped wall between the baptistery and the 
narthex to make it flush with the top of the basilica wall, probably for 

new roo白ng.But it is not clear whether this remodeling is before or 
contemporary with the仕escodecoration and the part conversion of the 
chamber-chapel. 

The provisional conclusion is following （凹.2). 

In the first phase of construction，白rstthe basilica, then the narthex 
with an紅 cade,the baptistery and the original chamber of the present 
chapel were constructed. Nothing is known about the at least six outer 

annexes, except that their time of construction was different and that 

they were attachments to the original complex. Likewise yet to be 
determined is the function which these annexes served.2 It is in this 

phase that the tympana and the joints of voussoirs above doorways were 
decorated with incised lines and crosses p担ntedin red. 

The second phase of construction saw the eastern part of the 
chamber converted into the present chapel. During or before出isphase, 
the narthex was remodeled, while during廿usphase the interior of the 
complex, except for the outermost annexes, was frescoed. 

Some time following the second phase, a short wall was built at 

right angles to the southern side of the apse in the chapel-hiding the 
painted plaster where it abutted the apse-as was a wall behind the 
apse, outside the eastern wall of the basilica. 

Numerous sculptures have been found scattered around the 
basilica, including fra炉lentsof chancel screens,:1 ambos and Ionic impost 

capitals. These have roughly finished, simple Ionic form and the 
trapezoidal impost with simpleαoss in relief on a smooth surface, simil紅
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to the capitals of the basilica of St. Eirene, and those found in many 

other minor sixth-century churches in Constan也tople,4as well as in the 

basilica at G剖，nearBodorum.s The ambo仕agments紅 elike those found 

on the Greek mainland and islands that date from the sixth century.6 

Thus, were it sho、wnthat the sculptures found in the basilica belonged 

to the structure from the beginning, the first phase of construction could 

be ascribed to the sixth or early seventh century. If, howeveむitis shown 

that they were brought to the site at a later date, they would be of no use 

in dating the白rstphase of construction. 

One probable reference for red marking above doorways is in 

Exodus 12: 3-14. For the cruciform font of the baptistery, we may have 

referred to Romans 6: 3-5, and午日tea number of similar ex組 tpleshave 

been found in the Aegean region.1 But regarding the structural 

arrangement of the baptistery with cruciform font and with access仕om

one area, here the narthex, to another area, here the chamber-these 

three structures were in, presumably, simultaneous construction as 

mentioned above-it also could come from Exodus 32: 26-29. Some 

earlier examples of such an arrangement, namely a room with a 

cruciform font which has access from one area to another have been 

found in several bas出casin Cyprus, dating from between the late-fourth 

and the sixth century,s Alahan Manastiri in Cilicia,9 etc. In addition, we 

might have to refer to Itinerarium Aetheriae,10 the representation of the 

veneration of the Holy Cross in the Holy Land. 

From this point of view, the decoration program of this basilica 

complex seems to have been radically changed in phase two, where it 

may be said to be rather visual. Considering the structural arrangement, 

although the baptistery itself was still in use with the font having no 

trace of recovering m出isphase, the conversion of the chapel seems to 

have broken off the紅 rangementfor the i也teraryfrom the baptistery to 

the sanctuary in the basilica. We have no proof to decide the date of 



blocking血ebaptistery-chapel doorway. The upper limit of this phase 

may be defined if the earth ware attached on tympana can be dated. 
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8. A. H. S. Megaw, "Byzantine Architecture and Decoration in Cyprus: 

Metropolitan or Provincial？ぺDOP24(1974), pp. 57・88.
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9. The information com田 fromthe preliminary reports on the site by Michael 

Gough in Anatolian Studies 12-14(1962・1964）組d17-18(1967-1968). Th田ereports we陀

collected and published as Ala加n:An Ea吻Christia川 4側おteryin Southern Turkey 

Based on the Work of Mic加elGough, Mary Gough, ed., Toronto 19邸．

10. See Itinerarium Aetheriae 37. 

(Michiko Nak司ima)
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8. 

Oliideniz Beach Basilica 

Architecture 

The basilica is located ne紅 theshore, by the modern resort village of 
Olii.deniz （白g.10). In order to develop the area, a road was built just 
south of the basilica, which may have been damaged during land 
clearing. The area around the basilica is dotted with tall pine trees and 
covered with almost impenetrable undergrowth. 

The largest basilica in the Gemiler Ada-Oliideniz bay area, it 
measures 18.8 meters by about 33 meters, although the location of the 
western wall has not been determined. The main apse is 6.9 meters 
wide but, because of the debris, the synthronon has not been iden且fied.
The main apse is flanked by two side apses, each about two meters wide. 
The eastern wall remains to a height of some two meters, while there is 
almost nothing left of the northern wall besides the foundations, from 
which it appe訂 sto have been some 50 meters long and extended beyond 
the fa~ade of the basilica. The southern wall still stands to a height of 
around one meter. 

In the center of the basilica is a S山 '¥ken紅白thatmay have been 
the atrium cistern （白g.77). Four fragments of massive stone p出訂shave 
been found in the western part of the basilica, three near where it is 
supposed the fa~ade may have stood, and one in the western part of the 
atrium. 

Outside the basilica, a vaulted chamber is attached north of the 
main apse, and there is a cistern beside the southern wall. Since there is 
not as much debris in and around the basilica as would be expected 
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from the condition of the structure, one can only speculate that stones 

may .have been systematically removed for reuse. 

Decorah on 

Fragments of frescoes remain in two places in the basilica: in the southern 

side apse, and on the southern wall. 

The fresco in the southern side apse (plate X a) has mostly flaked 

off, but it is possible to reconstruct the original composition. The figt江e,

possibly Christ or a pa仕ons出nt,is clothed in dark blue and, standing 

in the center, holds in his left hand a rectangular green object that may 

be a codex. The figure白日出lkedby two angels, standing at either side 

of the apse wall. A small figt江e,standing by出eright foot of the cen仕al

figt江e,holds out his hands over which are draped his light blue apparel. 

It must depict a donor. There may have been a large medallion above 

the head of the central figure. 

This fresco is closely related to that in the painted tomb on 

Karacaoren Ada, particul訂lyin terms of style and the pose of the figure 

thought to be a donor (plate vn b). 
The fresco fragment on the southern wall (plates XI a, b) depicts 

the face of a man and part of a b山lding.The face is about 10 centimeters 

long and, although the subject matter of the scene is not cle叫 itappe紅 S

to be a section of a narrative scene. 

Conclusion 

The basilica appe紅 Sto have been built as the center of an early Byzan出 e

community. The medieval town probably spread far along the coast, 

overlapping with the modern village of Oliideniz, the rapid spread of 

which certainly caused the remains of the town to be destroyed. During 

the 1992 expedition, an apse wall and p紅 tof a stylobate from the basilica 

were found in the village. 
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The existence here of a basilica suggests出atthe medieval town 

must have been q山telarge. Although its western p紅 tis submerged in 

the lagoon, the foundations of many of its small houses are visible. 

Topographical studies carried out in the nineteenth and twentieth 

centuries lead to Oliideniz having been identified as the ancient port of 

Symbolon or Symbola.2 The name Symbolon is referred to only once in 

the Vita of Saint Nikolaos of Sion.J However, the discovery of the two 

basilicas in Oliideniz supports the former identification. 

Notes 

1. The apse, some five meters wide, remains to a height of about one meter. It has 

escaped d邸 tructionsince it serv邸 asthe boundary between a camping site to the 

W田tand a hotel swim.ming pool to the east. A section of sty lo bate was found in the 

camping site, but the rest of the basilica has been demolished. There is a vaulted 

structure, possibly a tomb, n伺 rthe apse. The ruins of the apse were not acc白 siblein 

1993 since buiJdings were under construction in the area. 

2. T. A. B. Spratt and E. Frobes, Tr，仰 elsin Lycia, Milyas and the Cibyratis, London 

1847, vol. 1, pp. 23 ff.; H. Kiepert, Erliiuterungen zu der dem Werke Reisenin Lykien und 

Karien von 0. BenndoザundG.トTiemannBeigefogten Specialkarte, Wien 1884, pp. 24-25; 

Robert, 1966, p. 21. 

3. Sev~enko, 1984, p. 91. 

(Kazuo Asano) 
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9. 

lskender Basilica on Oliideniz Lagoon 

Architecture 

The basilica measures 22 meters by 13 meters (figs. 11, 78) and has a 

single apse. Outside the basilica紅 esmall chapels on the southeastern 

corner and along the southern wall. To the east of the church is a north-

south-flowing stream. The bank of the stream near the basilica is 

reinforced by a ret出ningwall (fig. 79). 

There is a cistern in the western part of the basilica (fig. 80) that 

was cert担nlyb山ltat the same time as the basilica but, judging from the 

technique used to apply the mortar, was later completely renovated. 

百四techniqueemployed is simil紅 tothat used in modern Greek houses 

in Kaya （白g.81). 

The basilica is located on a gentle slope on the northern shore of 

the lagoon, about one kilometer west of the Oltideniz Beach basilica 

and on the road which connects Oltideniz to Kaya. The foundations of 

various houses紅 evisible under water in the lagoon ne紅 thebasilica. 

Decoration 

Three fragments of marble capital decorated with reliefs (fig. 82) were 

found in the basilica nave. 

(Kazuo Asano) 
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10. 

島fustafa Basilica near Be~ta~ Cove 

The cove over the ridge north of Kaya village is locally known as Be~ta§ 

Bay. In 1993, our expedition found a basilica near the small cove west of 

this bay and called it Mustafa Basilica （白g.12), after our ship’s capt担n

who had given us the information which allowed us to locate the site. 

Amongst pine trees and with a stream to its north, the basilica is 

reminiscent of Iskender Basilica, near b liideniz Lagoon. 
The ground plan of the basilica, a three-aisled structure that 

includes several annexes, is quite distorted. The walls of the apse, 

northeastern副mexand southern p訂 tof the basilica訂 ein comp訂 atively

good condition, though little more than the foundations remain in other 

areas. 

The apse wall is made of ashlar and remains to a height of 2.5 

meters (fig. 83). Although the arches of the triple-arched window have 

been destroyed, traces of fresco remain under the window and on the 

right-hand side of the apse. Under the window are traces of a fresco 

which depicts both a series of medallions and, belo叫 ared and pink 

marble pattern (fig. 84). On the wall to the right of the windows is the 

three-qu訂terprofile figure of a man standing, about 30 centimeters above 

floor level. Painted dark red, he is almost life-size but the head is missing. 

Since his g紅 mentis quite different from that worn by the hierarchs as 

depicted in the art of the b也ddleByzan也leperiod, the figure is probably 

that of a donor or m 訂 change!.



A circular area, recessed into the center of the apse floor and with 

stone around the perimeter, was probably a small crypt. It would have 

held a relic and been surmounted by an altar. An arcade console has 

been found on the eastern wall, between the nave and the southern aisle, 

but the remains of a stylobate have only been found in the southwestern 

pぽ tof the basilica. 

The southern wall of the apse remains to a height of about two 

meters. It is made of rubble and plastered with mortar on which twisting 

lines have been incised. To the south of the apse is a squ紅 eannex, 

which seems to be part of the original structure judging from the 

condition of its eastern wall. 

To the northeast of the apse is another square annex (fig. 85), but 

the great quantity of rubble has made it impossible to detect whether 

any passages link it to the apse. Only one doorway each in its western 

and southern walls have been identified. The original shape of the arch 

of the eastern wall remain, as do two consoles each on出enortheastern 

and southeastern corners of the annex. Originally, the roof of the annex 

was domed, with pendentives between the arches. Now, only traces of 

dark red, yellow ochre, green and light blue fresco remain on the walls. 

The eastern wall of the annex extends northwest, along the stream, 

αeating a triangular structure adjoining the annex. With no doorwa予

this s仕uctureseems to have been for storing water. It had two inlets for 

water in its eastern wall, while a hole in its southern wall would have 

allowed water to be supplied to the annex. This tends to suggest that 

the annex may have been a baptistery, though there is no trace of a 

baptismal font on the floor. 

Because of the great amount of debris and undergrowth, only some 

foundation stones remain of the northern wall. And, since there is no 

trace of the western wall, the existence of the narthex cannot be 

confirmed. 



On the western side of the basilica is an atrium, with a cistern in 

the middle. The southern p紅 tof the a仕iumwall remains to a height of 

over two meters, but none of the north-south vaulting that once covered 

the cistern remains in place. 

On the steep slope between the northern wall of the basilica and 

the stream are the remains of a rectang凶arbuilding. With its badly 

distorted ground plan and very poor state of preservation, reconstruction 

would be difficult. Howeve乙beamholes in the southern wall indicate 

that it was a two・storys仕ucture,while仕acesin its northern and eastern 

紅 easindicate that there were arches出1dthat the first floor was a kind 

of passageway that functioned as a porch (fig. 86). Its layout does not 

differ significantly from that used for several secular buildings on 

Gemiler Ada. 

(Tomoyuki Masuda) 




